
Strongly Agree Somewhat Agree
The RFP orientation is 

valuable to me 5 3
he public notice in the 

newspaper is sufficient 

notification of the RFP 2 1
I always read the funding 

guidelines. 5 4
The funding guidelines are 

easy to understand 2 5

Knowing how much money 

is available would impact 

whether I proposed or not 2 3
Knowing how much money 

is available would impact 

my proposal. 3 4
I always review the 

demand occupation list 

before preparing my 

proposal 5 2

The Delaware Department 

of Labor, Division of 

Employment and Training 

contracting staff gives me 

valuable information at 

proposal development 3 6
I use the feedback from 

proposal development to 

prepare my Best and Final 

Offer. 5 4
The DWDB web site 

provides all the information 

I need 3 2

The actual proposal review 

day is well organized  5 2
Panelists seem to be well 

informed about my 

submission 2 4
There is adequate time to 

prepare my proposal.  3 2



I would like feedback after 

the proposal review day. 4 3

New proposers should be 

in a separate category 3 0

The day of proposals, provide a kiosk of room locations and organizations presenting with time of the review.

5/30/2016 2:38 PM View respondent's answers

Use of a "rating" or "score" to show me how to improve and/or why a proposal was or was not funded

5/25/2016 10:58 AM View respondent's answers

As a multi-program proposer, the timelines are very challenging to meet considering organizational processes. I would also like more feedback when programs are not funded or fully funded to determine if improvements could be made to be in a better position in the future. Overall, I believe DOL and DWDB do an excellent job of facilitating the process.

5/24/2016 10:25 PM View respondent's answers

The career lattice RFP doesn't make it clear that the programs are supposed to be multiyear.

5/24/2016 1:49 PM View respondent's answers

I definitely would have new contractors be separate, their questions seasoned contractors have been exposed to. I also feel that when I go to the review each staff has their own perspective on how the proposal should be written. I am not sure if this section of the process is helpful, you never know what is going to be awarded and it doesn't matter whether you had strong positive outcomes, you can still not be awarded and other agencies that do not do so well are awarded. I feel it is only the luck of the draw.

5/24/2016 1:41 PM View respondent's answers

https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/xgnviWp1dBbvKOKYM7ZZ65sRWdwb21V96cc78n9qFwA_3D?respondent_id=4762877388
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/xgnviWp1dBbvKOKYM7ZZ65sRWdwb21V96cc78n9qFwA_3D?respondent_id=4753264810
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/xgnviWp1dBbvKOKYM7ZZ65sRWdwb21V96cc78n9qFwA_3D?respondent_id=4752046058
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/xgnviWp1dBbvKOKYM7ZZ65sRWdwb21V96cc78n9qFwA_3D?respondent_id=4750923633
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/xgnviWp1dBbvKOKYM7ZZ65sRWdwb21V96cc78n9qFwA_3D?respondent_id=4750900353


Neither Agree Nor Disagree Somewhat Disagree Strongly Disagree

0 1 0

4 2 0

0 0 0

0 2 0

1 3 0

1 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

4 0 0

0 0 0

1 0 0

0 2 0



0 0 0

2 2 0
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